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Community college teachers are joining many other educators in

their concern over how to "motivate" their students. Through open ad-

-missions policies and vigorous recruitment, community colleges are

enrolling more and more "nontraditional" students; that is, students from

low- income, minority backgrounds -who have experienced little satisfac-

tion and success in their previous educational endeavors. Many of them

turn to community colleges because of the wide variety of occupational

,programs offered. Ho Weyer, according to many teachers, these students

seem to not be motivated, incapable of work and unwilling to'try. It seems

apparent, though, that.if a student is enrdlled at all he must haVe some

sort of motivation and desire to work. Still, the drop-out rate for these

students is alarmingly high. Perhaps we heed to approach the education

of the, nontraditional student from an entirely different perspective than has

previously been devised.
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Most students, particularly ones enrolled in vocational programs,,

value work as much as anyone. Indeed, the value of work, stemming

from the Puritan Ethic, hag always contributed significant weight to

America's ideology. :The-dignity of work and success atoone's work are

valued by our society as highly tas individual freedom itself. Indeed, to

freedom o choose what one wishes to be is often interpreted in terms.of

work. "I want to be a nurse, mechanic, dentist, teacher., faYmer, etc."

Whil j work adju.stinent success continues to be a predominant social

goal, our country continues to harbor a significant population of psycho-

logically socially deprived or disadvantaged persorra.' The growing

. "po-mplexity of society with its concomitant impersonalization, unstable

family ife, sex and racial discrimination, ,economic uncertainty, poverty

and oth , more modern, stresses are certainly partly responsible.

Many s ch "socially handicapped" persons are characterized by feelings

of pow rlessness, worthlessness, alienation. They often exhibit inappro-

priate daptive behavior such as delinquency, hostility, unrealistic levels

of aspi ation, and are further disadvantaged,by a lack of complex verbal

skills a d insufficient occupational abilities, both necessary tools fpr

coping ith our technological society.

National attrition rates for nontraditional students in community col-

leges are alarming, although no standards for examining attrition exist.

Mau _institutions have attempted to better serve the nontraditional, low-

achieving student through the initiation of remedial or developmental pro-

grams. National studies however, indicate that such programs heave

ILO
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generally been unsuccessful (Roueche, 1968; Roueche nd Kirk, 1973).

Some developmehtal studies programs have maintained high retention rates

while students were in the programs, but then experienced accelerated
.

attrition once the students returned to traditional classroom 7/. It may be

assumed that these students had not learned to cope with the mechanics

of traditional classroom instruction. That is, nontraditional students

were unprepared to adjust to an environment where (1) students are ex-

pected to possess the necessary verbal skills to accommodate lecture-

textbook approaches, (2) students are expereted to learn at the same rate,

(3) students are expected to be equally interested in the prescribed course

content,ent, and/(4) students are expected to be self-motivated. Consequently,,
the nontraditional low-achieving.student's concept of himself as a failure

is reinforced. He faces an increasingly complex society with virtually no

eduCational training, few saleable skills, and one more failure experience

on his record.

Many educators would note that such students come to the community

college poorly prepared, have no motivation and do not even seem to want

to succeed. Teachers feel if a student would only "try", that is, invest

some time and energy in the pursuit of academiC objectives, he could

"succeed'" and pass the course.

However, the ability to master one's environment appears to be more

closely related to a person's expectation regarding his ability to succeed

than it is to "motivation" as the word is commonly used. It is important

to understand that no one can "try" unless he believes he has some chance

4
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of success. Individuals act according to the extent to which they believe,

their efforts will qriye success (or payoffs) from the environment'.

Motivation, the basis of action, becomes then a function of one's belief in

one's ability to succeed at obtaining a desired goal. Initother words, the

difference between success and failure, in work or any other field, is

primarily dependent upon the way a person thinks. Whether or not a per-

son is able to control his own life and direct his own success is certainly

not, a new concept. Rotter, however,, has placed this concept within the

context of his social learning theory and highlights its relevance to mem-
.

bers of the helping profession. He calls it control expectancy (Rotter, 1966)

People who believe they can control payoffs are said to have an "internal

locus of control." They perceive location of control to be at least partly

within themselves. Those who perceive that chance or powerful others

largely determine their destinies are said to have an "external locus of '

control."

Externally oriented persons who do not perceive the contingency

between their behavior and its outcome feel powerless to change the

direction of their lives, and thus are unlikely to "try". That they do not

try does not necessarily mean they do not want to do better. Since he

percei es no direct'relationship, an external generally will not accept

responsibility for his actions, such as making a failing grade because

he did not properly prepare. "The teacher gave me'an F" might be a

typical statement. An internal, on the other hand, k-,definitely sees the

contingency between his behavior (studying) and its outcome (grade). "I

failed the last test, I'll have to study much harder to make a B next time."
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Locus of control refers to the disposition to perceive one's rein-

forcements as consequences of o.n,e's o-wn behavior or as due to outside

factors. This variable is/concerned with the degree to which an indivi-

dual accepts personal responsibility for what happens tOhim. It seems

5

likely that the differences in the degree to which individuals attribute rein-

forcement to their own actions might depend upon tieir history of rein-

forcements. People would tend to develop an external orientation because

of frequent arbitrary payoffs, semingly uncontrollable forces keeping them

from success (such as racial discrimination) and various other countless

failure experiences. It follows logically, then, that an alteration in the

history of reinforcement (as is present in the behavioral change process,

delineated later in the essay) should result in a parallel change in locus of

control perception. People can change, and often do.-

Research findings indicate that Internals are more open to correcting

their problems in remedial programs, to acquiring more knowledge about

their problems, and so on. Internals try harder to get out of their ruts.

This suggests that current efforts to motivate students are taking the wrong

approach. For one thing, no teacher can motivate a student. A student

must develop the motivation himself. Energies speift in developing stronger

internal locus t4 control would be far more p'roductive than trying to motivate

a student to make a better grade in economics. Efforts at more basic levels

would be more effective in "helping students to help themselves."

Furthermore, Internality is related to more than motivation and a,

willingness to try in a school setting. The research on internality is over-
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whelming. Internal persons, in contrast to externals, devnonstrate im-

Rroved job efficiency, as well as more highly'develoRed personal qualities

relating to employability and job success. In addition, internals manifest

higher need for achievement, responsibility and resultant satisfaction with

training programs they may happen to be in. Consequently, positive work
41.

attitudes and behavior appear to be more highly associated with an internal

locusof control. This indicates that Internals are more capable of

attaining work adjustment success than Externals, regardless of desires or

needs.

The overwhelming majority of studies report a positive association

between internality and achievement behavior and do so despite a wide

range of measuring devices for the locus of control variable. This was

dramatically demonstrated in the S. Office of Education report on

equality of educational opportunity (often called The Coleman Report

(Coleman, 1966 ). Locus of control,was there found to be a better p

dictor of school achievement among children of minority groups an were

any of the many othex.attitude, family, school and teacher variables studied.

All the evidence points in the same direction, and carr:Lps the sanie message;

viz., the learning process can be significantly improved if students control
ft

orientations can be shifted toward the internal direction.

Recent studies report that Internals spend more time in intellec

activities, exhibit_mare interest in academic pursuits, and score higher
4,

on intelligence tests than do Externals. Several studies indicate that

Internals are better adjusted and have a better sense of well-being,than

ry
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Externals. One study showed Internals to have greater ability to work with
- I

I
, .

others, are more cooperative, selfLreliant and courteous '(Tseng, 1970).
a,

Externals, on the other hand, are more likely to be malajusted and less

likely- to cope effectively with t4eir probleins. MacDonald and Gaines

(1971) report that Externals are more likely than Internals to endorse,

avalues associated with widespread neurosis. Externals are more prone to

engage in escapist activities, 'are morie hOst'ile, are less trustingy and are

less trustnrthy.4. The litera,ture indicates that shiftS from External to

Internal controLorientatiOns can lead to desirable personality changes.

Therdfore, a change in the locus of control orientations of individuals not

only results in higher motivation, but a much greater likelihood that the

student perceives he Can, and is willing to, succeed.

If community colleges are concerned with keeping students in school,

directing efforts at fundamental levels will result in the immediate objec-

tive of program completion by greater numbers of nontraditional students.

Such direction also tends to develop positive personality aspects leading

to achievement of broader goals for both students and society especially

the fully functioning, self-actualizing individual. Students who develop

Internal locus of control will learn they can succeed, and will continue

their success orientation outside of the classroom: Gaining their chosen
.0

goals leads to greater self,fulfillmerit which in turn reduces the amount of

tension they feel between themselves and their environment. A person

with an internal control orientation willinot feel so pressured by society

but will be capable of choosing a direction best suited for him and succeeding
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with it. If "E'! to I'I". shifts and related changes in the apparent correlates'.
. \IP, .

`of occupational preparation, mental health,_ academic performance and
t . ,

work adjustment can be creAted by means of)improved pedagogy, the impli-.

cations for improvedattitudes and motivati8n levels are far-reaclibing.

The community colleges, by supporting the ,development of E to I shifts, will

then truly be serving the community in the broadest sense, by helping

students overcome their social handicaps. The main challenge becomes not

how to motivate students, but.how to facilitate External to internal control

orientations shifts,

Under the auspices of a three-year longitudinal grant from the National

Institnte of Mental Health, we are conducting an experiment with ten par-.
04.

ticipating community colleges in the South and Southwest to test the extent

to which students exhibiting high externality can be made more internal.

The primary objectives of the study are (1) to identify which kinds of experi-

ence, instruction,zor counseling, or some combination thereof would have

the greatest impact on E tb I shifts and (2) to ascertain the long-range

impact on E to I shifts on variables which,a're associated with locus of control

and academic/vocational success. We are exide'avoring to ascertain if

learner-controlled, self-paced, self-directed learning experiences produce

more significant E to I shifts on control expectancy and concurrent changes

in the potential mental health correlates of rigidity, anxiety,, rationality,

self-concept and achievement tha,n does traditional instruction. Further,

counseling strategies specially oriented towards producing E to I shifts

are being compared in effe.ctiveness to traditional practices on these same
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variables. Preliminary results of two of our pilot studies are most

promising. A brief synopsis of various counseling techniques and of

instructional strategies will c14rify methods being used. Reimanis and

Schaefer (19.70) emphasize a technique for making the subject see himself
-

as having some power to affect "change. Dua (1970) theorizes that attitudes

of Externals are realistically rooted in past experiences. They do not

expect to succeed because they have not in the past; due to the fact they

have not learned efficient methods of producing change. Dua believes_

behavior change programs are more effective than reeducation--to change
.

attitudes. Masters (1970) attempts to alter clients perceptions about a

particular situation without changing the behavior per se. His technique

implies that-people prefelt to function within internal control situations.

MacDonald (1972) suggest that,_though the various techniques each appear

;land, it would be most prudent to exploit the benefits of all. He suggests

that all of the features of the various techniques (which are compatible)

be combined to produce p. "syncretic" or molar strategy.' Following this

1,2111P-*

notion, our present study includes a composite IE counseling strategy.

We feel that counseling techniques should be integrated into the classroom.

Our theory is that--ittdividualized instructional techniques will increase the

probability of E to I shifts. Teachers and counselors working together is

the most powerful formula. Every staff energy is devoted to strategies

designed to enhance student success in terms ,of what the student values

herself.

for

We have theorized that the most appropriate system for helping sthdents

I
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who enter tie community college with an array of deficiencies developed'

through'years of failure, and.who don't try because they don't believe

they can, is an individual, learner-oriented instructional system. Empir-

ical evidence received to date indicates that students in our participating

project are staying in school with high retention rates, good achievement,

and most importantly, new perceptions that they can succeed in college'

S and that they are OK S's human beings. The keys to success are: (1) sys-
,

stematic design of the total learning environment (2) provision for multiple
4,

levelsof entry into carefully ordered instructional sequences (3) staff

involvement personally and professionally and (4) an openness to approaching

specific problems (grades, dropouts) on generalized, fundamental levels

(locus of control).
S._

Individualized instruction means that learning is geared to the present
4

capabilities of eadh student. Studen come to community _Colleges with a

variety of abilities, knowledge level and perceptions. li,they expect to

fail, it is because they have failed in the st. The only experience which

will create an expectancy to succeed is actual success. Individual instruc-
)

tion is designed to permit each student to achieve success one step at a

time beyond his present level of cognitive/and skill development. At first

the steps should be well within the reach of the student so that success is

guaranteed. The basic strategy beiig advocated is a systematic design

of several skill development sequence arranged in graduated learning

steps from the simple to the complex . g. be able to write a grammatical

phrase, sentence, then paragraph).

FurtheIt rmore, students should know xactly what is expected of them.
...,

J!

1
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Arbitrary payoffs lead to developmentyof external orientations. If students

receive a detailed desc. ription of steps necessary for program (or unit)

completion, they will; perhaps for the first time, know they. must t

action to complete the program, and very importantly, they will kno

which speific actions are necessary. Consequently, the relationship

between behavior and payoff will be made4clear. Basically then, each

educational strategy takes advantage of,4 propositions: (1) the student's

ability to. act; (2) the psychological-social learning situation; (.3) a payoff;

(4) the student's evaluation of the payoff.

Individualized instruction should also take cognizance of the mastery
I

learning concept and the preceding four fundamental requirements of
I

Rotter's social learn ing model; Means for determining performance

standards (criteria) must be made clearly- and objectively. The student

may then be involved in self-assessment and evaluation, a fprther boos,t

to establishing Internality. Each student should be evaluated against per-

formance criteria and student performances should never be compared.

Good behavioral sequencing in the instructional design should enable each

client 'to move from the level of skills possessed at the time of program

entry to the established performance standards. triterion performance,.

not time, is the determining consideration.

Our study involves a sample of 1200 students atteriding participating

community colleges. The basic research designexamines.the rr3,ain effects

of (1) instruction, either self-paced ox traditional and (2)' counseling, either

composite or traditional. Half of the schools in the §tucly haw s converted
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50 percent of their courses to-gelf-:paced instruction, while the-re'st are
ti

using more traditional approaches. Half of the schoolshave counselors
1speCifically trainecioin methods shown to be effective for causing E fo I

shifts, while the rest ate 4singtra'ditiona1 counseling methods. We are

beginning The thirderear 91 the study and are already in receipt of rather

idbstantive data from those students who began in clorrirnunity colleges
. .

last year.

According to the hypothesis' we tested, significant gain scones

(r,epresenting significant shirts toward internaliz,ation) were observed more

often in students receiving individualized instruction than those receiving

fraditiondl instruction. These results, while/not entirely definitive, are

indeed positive. Students enrolled in individualized courses scored more

.homogeneously on control expectancy scales than students enrolled in more

traditional courses. Als ,< the average increase in internality was in ex-

cess'of three skill points,T indicating-overall movement in the direction of

internal control Orientatio*. It appears to us that individualized instruction

does produce a shift toward internal locus of control in stUdents, if at least
.1 -

a'period of one semester s involved;
. . N''... ,

It is important to errt asize here that the form of instruction (method-
',

;,ology. and the like) may no be as imp. ortant as the student& perceptions of

the teacherig behavior -au. their perception that the teacher is endeavoring .
I 6

to help students succeed. A teacher who is willing to develop materials,
..-specify objectives, accommodate individual differences is simply showing

.,.

-t

his students that he is' willing to make lerning posiblo. More than this,

#.;
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, .-vhe is i4ndicatin jn-athe "cared" about his students to the extent that he
.',,t.--.4' . . .

is willing rOl go extra: miles in an effort to help them succeed. /
's- .6

Our project also involves the development of counseling skills -in

counselors and problem-solving skills in students participating in the

project. We are emphasizing Mink's variations of Behavior Change

Process (1970). The steps are as follOWs:

1

Step One Identify the behavior that you wish to eliminite
and identify the new behavior that you wish to
strengthen; hold a conference with the student.

13

Step Two Obtain suggestions'from the student about ways.
to change his behavior; explain your own.objec-
tions to his behavior; offer your own suggestions;
consult with guidance services:

Identify the possible reinforcers forthe undesir-
ab,le behavior and determirie who or what is
providing the reinforCerdent, for the undesirable
behavior.

Decide upon a reineorcer that you- think will
strengthen the new behavior,- and withhold the
reinforcer for the undesirable-behavior (extinction)
or suppress the old--belitwior.

Step Three

Step Four

Step Five

Step Six

Shape'the new behavior.

Maintain the ne,w behavior by .using positive
reinforcement, moving from a continuous.rein-
forceMent schedule to an occasional, reinforcement
schedule.

Step_Seven Reshape the new behavior (if. the old behavior
reeursand/or reexamine.your past actions in
the behavior change process.

Those of you familiar with Glasse.r's notion of reality therapy (1965) 'will

see the similarity between Mink's Behavior Change rocess and the basic
P

steps in reality therapy. The synthesis we have developed we call "composite
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1counseling." In other words, our project is endeavoiing to teach teachers

the basic skills of student motivation and the fostering of positive attitudes.

The composite counseling strategy draws upon a series of studies done on

college students. These studies depict different proCesses for developing

internal control orientations in students. The change in emphasis from

. the Behavior Change Process is the additional emphasis upon the student's

seeing the relationship(s) between his behavior and.subsequent consequences

and making personal value judgments regarding what he (the student) wants

for himself. Basically, in all of our efforts, we attempt to help the stu-

dent focus upon his personal power and capacity to successfully manage

his own learning environment for the- betterment of his educational progress

and attainment of his career goalsi Ultimately the studen,t accepts respon-

s?bility for what elle achieves and what she does for herself. In a success-

oriented learning environment this proeess becomes a powerful antidote to

the poison of a failure identity and/or low self-concept.

All of the above must occur in the context of what Glasser fcalls irrvolve-

ment and/or more simply, .making friends. We avocate friendships between
- .

students and instructora; students and counselors; students and educational

leaders ; students and student-se,students and other community persons.
44

^ The secret'of the process, if there is a secret, is that people pair in what

we can only term friendships. Througrr.these pairings work occurs; and

through work, success identities emerge. The essential climatic or social-

institutional variables become: (1) love; (2) melasured doses of success;

and (3) 'enjoyment of life. We believe in conditiOnal'positive payoffs for

work accomplished and unconditional payoffs (friendship and lo've) simply



because,one is a human being and one is alive.

Good evaluative data on innovative' instructional and counseling pro-

grams as they relate to mental health and low income students are rare.

The study has not been conducted elsewhere and the questions being raised
4

are only hypothetically answered in the literature. Support of the basic

hypothesis could revolutionize counseling in juni.or and community col-

leges and advance instructional methodology beyond cuent 19th century

strategies. The iniportarice of the study to community college systems

of the United States cannot be overemphasized.'

..Follow-up studies on school 'dropouts and delinquents who have been

involved in more, traditional educatio?ial programs are not encouraging.

All of the.research points in the same direction -- people are h1andicapped
I :

by external locus of control orientations. The prevailing ,belief is that it
7

is desirable to change people, especially those who are not doing well in

our society, iM the direction of internality. The literature indicates that

shifts from external to infernal control orientations could lead to a variety

of desirable personality changes. Concentration on the control dimension

in the present study is deemed appropriate because of connections estab-

lished between IE and achievement behavior and IE and mental health.

Finally, although the evidence is still scanty, it appears that the

self-pacing experience may affect behavior in other areas (Sheppard and

and McDermot, 1970; Ferster, .We would begin to be able to say

that a set of practices established in one course roduced. effects which

generalize beyond the substantive confines of the urse, and help to

15

,..

as
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develop "conceptual" skills of broad utility to students. This aim of most

educationa attempts -- widely hoped for, often claimed, rarely clearly

achieved -- would become the subject of a specific technology whose effec-

tiveness would evolve through repeated cycles of evaluation and modification.

The self-pacing system, once operational and running fairly smoothly in

any course, provides just such a vehicle for the development of the required

learning.

The reason we are concerned with dropout rate is it is an indication that

students are not getting what they want from community colleges. Cer-
;

tainly in an era which emphasized development of human resources, corn-
.

munity colleges will try to do their part to stimulate the gr.owth of their

students to become produkti,ve, fulfilled and socially responsible citiz ns.

It is hoped that the innovative programs briefly described here will

have greater succes/ in achieving this goal than their traditional redeces-

sors. The concept of community college,after all, as a struct re to serve
,

the community, is innovative in itself. By concentrated effo is at a'most

fundamental level of hunian experience (locus of.control) more

influence will be felt in all areas. Gene /alized personality development

.positive

leads to positiv9 performance in many specific areas. The concept of

iKilividual freedom is dependent on.w,hether or not an individual deerris he

does indeed have freedom to act and choose as he wishes. Only a person

who believes individual freedom to exist will value and exercise that free-

dom. The ability for a person to chose his work and the capability to suc-

ceed at it lends support to the central concept of American ideology. The
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dignity of'work is possible only to persons who'have fully chosen their work

and who-feel they more than society are responsible,for the success and

satisfaction they derive from it. To develop the personhood of each stu-

dent entering the commenity'college is of primary importance. Subsequent

development of other abilities, knowledge', and goals will naturally follow,

By helping develop individuals within society, community colleges will be

making a substantial contribution to the development of society as a whole.

r
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